Small Biz PAC: How your investment helps your business grow

SBAM’s Small Biz PAC brings together small businesses from across the state as active members of one of the most effective advocacy giants in Michigan. Your investment helps fight harmful ballot proposals and promotes all of Michigan’s small businesses.

1. Invest online or by phone. Simple and convenient.

2. Our small business leadership reviews issues, ballot proposals and candidates that are important to small business.

3. PAC invests in small-business-friendly candidates and proposals.

4. More pro-small-business candidates elected and proposals passed.

5. Results in a healthy small-business climate.

6. Your small business prospers. Your investment has come full circle!

Contributions are not deductible for federal income tax purposes. PAC contributions are voluntary and used for political purposes. You may refuse to contribute without reprisal or otherwise affecting your membership rights. 100% of your PAC contribution goes directly to support PAC initiatives.